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Many claim that creating a pirate radio is much more interesting than 
listening to it. However, many will not delay with a refutation that 
listening to them is also a considerable pleasure. Is not it a 
miracle? Looking for the ether, and suddenly from the short-wave 
polyphony burst, for example, "I'm Frankenstein" or "Radio Rambo". 
Listen to pirates the law does not prohibit - this is quite a legal 
occupation. Another thing is to broadcast without a license. But 
however, who knows: today's pirate can get a license tomorrow ...

WE HAVE.

It all began in the late 1950s. Then suddenly it turned out that to 
increase the yield of corn in the fields, it is necessary to take one 
of their ranges from the Soviet shortwave band. Namely, the range is 
"160 meters". The range was transferred to the Ministry of 
Agriculture, and radio amateurs were invited to re-register and leave 
the band. Many have done so. But some of them either could not (for 
various reasons) or perceive such arbitrariness, almost as a personal 
insult. These guys decided to stay on the band. They changed their 
official callsigns, more like numbers (like RA4AB), to "humanized" 
call-names. For example: "Serpentine", "Resonance", "Luck", etc. The 
air began to sound 

- To all Free Operators! I'm "Jolly Roger". Who hears - answer. 
Everything, have arrived! Expressed "high calm", we can say that the 
Radio Pirate flag has proudly risen over the country of the Builders 
of Communism!

Agricultural communication has a problem: interference from radio 
transmitters of former owners of the range, who are "outlawed". In 
1957, under the Ministry of Communications, a special ether control 
service was set up, these were small departments of 2-4 people in the 
regional communications departments. Further, this service was called 
the State Telecommunications Inspection (GIE). The cleaning of the 
band began. Direction finder "NDP" - (Illegally Acting Transmitters) 
has been developed direction finders specially designed for this 
purpose. For the "radio destroyer", it usually ended up with 
confiscation of radio equipment and a fine. But there were also cases 
of criminal prosecution.
 
The radio pirates (for safety reasons) had to switch to the Mid-Wave 
range. Fortunately the middle waves closely adjoin to "agricultural", 
or technically competently - "intermediate". Now Free Operators could 
be heard on an ordinary household receiver. The next stage has begun.
It is interesting from where went the favorite scheme of radio-
bullies, which at that time became a classical radio-bully "barrel 
organ" - a transmitting attachment to a conventional tube receiver, 
which makes it possible to turn it into a receiving and transmitting 
medium-wave radio station. 

The scheme is so simple that even a fifth grader can do it. And they 
did! Young children and schoolchildren actively joined the movement, 
for whom this very "barrel organ" became the first self-assembled 
structure. Their enthusiasm is quite understandable. Published at the 
time (and now) books for novice radio amateurs suggested starting with 
the assembly of the detector receiver or at best a direct 
amplification receiver. Few people it can seriously interest, 
especially if the house already has a modern (for those times) 
radiolocation. And then immediately radio station! Such anywhere you 
will not buy, it already INTERESTING! 

Until now, in some provincial cities of Russia, the medium-wave range 
of 170-200 m "buzzes" even in the daytime when there is no long-
distance passage. "Sharmanka" as 40 years ago remains a means of 
communication where there is neither the Internet nor the phone, and 
the casual earnings per week is 200-300 rubles.

Radio-bully players are divided into two categories: "truckers" - 
having powerful transmitters, more interested in conducting long-
distance communications (thousands of kilometers), and "organ-
grinders" - with a range of action within their settlement. We will 
continue to call "truckers" and "organ-grinders" this way, although in 
other regions there were other terms - definitions. The main activity 
of organ-grinders was "to drive music". 

This activity, I must say, was in demand by society! It's no secret 
that Soviet radio broadcasting did not particularly indulge listeners 
with a variety of repertoire. Tape recorders, all the more - portable, 
in short supply. And here some "Commissar" or "Smoke" broadcasts the 
novelties of the Western stage, the semi-forbidden Vysotsky, and so 
on. It was possible to take a simple "transistor" and rest in the 
nature under modern music.

The authorities, naturally, fought with radium-hooliganism as best 
they could. Illegal manufacture and use of transmitters was qualified 
under Article 206 of the RSFSR Criminal Code (hooliganism) - from a 
fine of 50 rubles. up to 1.5 years. Actually, therefore, with the 
light hand of some journalist, a neologism "radio bully" arose, and 
not because Free Operators indecently behaved on the air! Even posters 
with calls to "surrender" radio hooligans were hung up, but public 
opinion, thanks to "sharman" music, was on their side. Repressive 
measures clearly did not bring results. Free operators were caught, 
but they bred like mushrooms after the rain. Many after the first 
"voyage" resumed their activities. 

"Sharman", gaining experience, switched to "truckers", and they were 
replaced by new ones. If the musical repertoire only changed in the 
"shamanic ether" over the years and "staff rotation" took place, then 
the "truckers" had development. They left the Mid-Wave range 
backwards, to the "intermediate" ones. In the 70s, when the rapid 
development of the national economy began in the range of 33-57 and 
150-170 MHz, the radio-hooligans-truckers thoroughly got used to their 
range. The power of the transmitters was increased. In response to the 
traditional wish - "kilowatt to the antenna!" You could easily hear: - 
"Yes, I already have more than a kilowatt!". 

What then were the radio conversations? Yes, almost everything! On the 
radio frequency range, one could hear a conversation on an abstract 
topic with the fascinating story "How I got drunk yesterday", 
anecdotes of varying degrees of decency, etc. Only politicians escaped 
- time was like that. There was not enough to get under anti-Soviet! 
But more often still talked about equipment, antennas, conducted long-
distance radio communications (within the Union), competed - whose 
transmitter is more powerful and more qualitative.

Gradually, among the radio operators of the pirate band, the policy of 
cultural radio exchange without a mate on the air began to take root, 
the topic became almost the same as for legal radio amateurs, (i.e., 
basically about equipment), but the spirit of freedom and free ether 
remained.

Oddly enough, the state itself. As before, it was required to collect 
a lot of papers, references and characteristics from the place of 
work, autobiographies, to enter DOSAAF, etc., in order to design the 
KV call sign. From the day the application was submitted, it took at 
least six months, or even more. Initially, permission was given only 
for the construction or acquisition of a transmitter, and only then 
the actual work permit. These conditions only contributed to the 
emergence of new radio-bullies. (continued in the next issue)
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